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AN INTERNATIONAL
ARCHITECTURE COLL ABORATION
IN THE HEART OF BRIGHTON.

Introduction

Not often does the chance to be a part of an
Australian first present itself in such singular
and extraordinary form.
Internationally awarded architecture firm
Fearon Hay, in collaboration with Jacmax and
Eckersley Garden Architecture, have upheld
Brighton’s architectural legacy with Lindsay:
11 exclusive, light-filled residences set
across three levels, including two pavilionstyle penthouses.
This one-off collaboration is a rich instance
of architectural craftsmanship and the
timeless nature of truly great design. Each
residence is a remarkable study in light and
proportion that combines strong, clean lines
with a carefully considered relationship to
the natural environment.
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History

ONE OF MELBOURNE’S OLDEST
AND MOST PRESTIGIOUS
SUBURBS, BRIGHTON HAS
ESTABLISHED ITSELF AS
AN EPICENTRE FOR
MID-CENTURY MODERNISM.
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History

With European settlement dating back to Henry Dendy’s Special
Survey (1840), Brighton can be considered one of Melbourne’s
oldest (and indeed most prestigious) suburbs. Subject to many
waves of subdivision and development over the next hundred
years, little opportunity remained by the start of the post-war era.
But while newer suburbs such as Beaumaris, Balwyn North and
Blackburn boomed in the 1940s, ‘50s and ‘60s, acknowledged for
their enviable stock of progressive architect-designed buildings,
Brighton established itself as a minor but still important epicentre
for mid-century modernism. Prior to the Second World War, the
suburb had attracted some noted Melbourne architects as
residents, including such eminent private practitioners as Best
Overend, Stanley Parkes (of Oakley & Parkes) and Keith McKay
(later of Mussen, McKay & Potter), as well as Percy Everett,
long-time Chief Architect of the PWD, and George Ozanne,
City Architect to the MCC. These men would not only remain
professionally active into the post-war era, but also residents
of Brighton.

Norman Barton’s house in Thomas Street (1950), designed in
collaboration with Neil Clerehan, warmly embraced new modernist
principles with its open planning, projecting eaves and north-facing
window wall for passive solar gain.

Not surprisingly, the hitherto underdeveloped Brighton East area
was initially the local focus for early post-war residential settlement.
Amongst those drawn to the area at that time, where vacant land
was still plentiful and relatively cheap, were some up-and coming
young architects, several of whom built houses for themselves.
Early examples, such as Raymond Westmore’s “Modern Georgian”
cottage in Baird Street (1944), were conservative in style, harking
back to pre-war fashions, while those dating from the later 1940s
and early 1950s began to show the influence of the emerging
modernist movement. Built at a time when wartime restrictions on
labour and building materials were still in place, Peter Hooks’ house
in Cromer Street (1948) was an ingenious exercise in minimalism,
using basic structural techniques and a simple palette of materials.

By the mid-1950s, many key members of Melbourne’s emerging
generation of young modern architects had completed residential
projects in Brighton or Brighton East. These houses were invariably
conceived in the fashionable hard-edge minimalist style; characterised
by flat roofs, planar walls and plentiful windows, examples included
Neil Clerehan’s Gibson House in Kinane Street (1954), Kevin Borland’s
Klepner House in Trinity Court (1956) and McGlashan & Everist’s
Barry House in Roosevelt Court (1957). This purer strain of modernism
would thrive in the Brighton area well into the 1960s, typified
by Michael Feldhagen’s Roubicek House in Lynch Crescent (1964),
conceived as a hovering slab-like mass.
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By the early 1950s, the sway of modern architecture was being
felt right across Brighton, with some of Melbourne’s best-known
architects already represented by innovative new residential
buildings. Frederick Romberg’s Hillstan Flats on the Nepean
Highway (1950), with integrated garages and full-height windows
opening onto cantilevered balconies, was lauded as a new benchmark
in modern apartment living, while Robin Boyd’s Bergin House in
Belle Avenue (1951) was perhaps the first flat-roofed house built
in Victoria since the War. German-born émigré architect Herbert
Tisher designed a house in Thomas Street (1951) that, with its
stark volumetric expression, stone feature walls and carefully
considered fenestration, effectively introduced authentic European
modernism to the City of Brighton.

During the 1960s, this undiluted modernism ran in parallel with
emerging strains that reflected a more inclusive approach. The
organic style, influenced by Frank Lloyd Wright, appeared locally
in Geoffrey Woodfall’s Samuel House in Bay Street (1959) and
matured in examples by other leading exponents of the mode.
David Godsell’s Chapman House in Hampton Street (1963) evoked
Wright through its pinwheel plan and textured concrete blocks,
while several houses by Chancellor & Patrick, notably the Miles
House on the Esplanade (1964) did the same with their low, long
expression and enveloping roofs.

architecture at that time: Geoffrey Woodfall’s Wright-inspired
Breedon House in Were Street (1968), Bernard Joyce’s Brutalist
style Mason House in Chavasse Street (1970), Edgard Pirrotta’s
jagged concrete-block Fletcher House in Rosslyn Street (1971)
and Peter Crone’s clinker-brick Abrahams House in North Road
(1972). Still, the purist vanguard prevailed in such examples as
Guilford Bell’s coolly minimalist Seccull House on North Road
(1972) that, with its stark walls and introspective courtyard plan,
neatly encapsulated the timelessness of modernist architecture
that had manifest itself in the City of Brighton for nearly three
decades, and would continue to do so for many more.

By the decade’s end, modern architect-designed houses had made
a significant impact on the City of Brighton’s suburban landscape;
individual specimens stood out, whether located among the mostly
Victorian and Edwardian fabric of old Brighton, or the ubiquitous
triple-fronted brick veneer villas that characterised Brighton East.
Cohesive pockets of modernist houses remained rare, limited
to small subdivisions on the former grounds of grand mansions.
By far the largest of these was an estate created in 1964 on the
Dendy Street site of the Melbourne Orphanage. Centred on Lynch
Crescent, Exon and Butler Streets, this estate filled out rapidly
in the later 1960s. New houses ran the stylistic gamut from
conventional hip-roofed brick villas, often enlivened with stone
feature walls, through to smart architect-designed dwellings that
varied in expression from Clive Fredman’s flat-roofed Rubenstein
House (1966), to Chancellor & Patrick’s Gandolfo House (1967),
with its jagged roofline and raked spur walls.
Brighton’s developing reputation as an epicentre for fine modern
houses reached a peak in the late 1960s and early ‘70s, when
several local examples won major architectural awards. These
demonstrated the increasingly inclusive nature of modern
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Clockwise from Left
Avonbury Court & St Kilda Street
by Romberg & Boyd, 1966
Hillstan Flats by Frederick Romberg, 1950
Photography by Peter Wille
Lloyd House by Robin Boyd, 1959
Photography by Mark Strizic

Seccull House by Guilford Bell, 1972
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Architecture

LINDSAY PRESENTS AN
OUTSTANDING EXAMPLE
OF WHY FEARON HAY
HAS BECOME SUCH
AN INTERNATIONALLY
Fletcher House by Edgard Pirrotta Architects, 1971

CELEBRATED NAME IN
ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN.
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Architecture

Established almost two decades ago by Jeff Fearon and Tim Hay,
Fearon Hay’s experience spans projects located in coastal, urban,
rural, lakeside and alpine areas both within New Zealand and abroad.
The diverse range of its award-winning portfolio is informed by the
depth and variety of experience within its team. Combining innovative
thinking with rigorous attention to detail, Fearon Hay’s approach
involves intensive research into the cultural, social and environmental
contexts of each project.
Both its commercial and residential works are characterized by an
almost imperial quality; a sweeping adaptation of space that is offset
by a commitment to functionality in every detail. Yet in spite of their
generous dimensions and ambitious scale, Fearon Hay’s buildings
fit into their environment as if they had always been part of it.
Renowned for combining classic design principles with a fluid
approach to the natural world, Fearon Hay’s philosophy is that
great architecture or design should reflect or celebrate something
fundamental and unique about its environment.
This philosophy also informs their pragmatic concern with how a
space will be occupied, what functions it will fulfil, and what feelings
it will inspire. Fearon Hay is passionate about architecture’s potential
to positively impact upon the public domain. In undertaking design
work, the practice works closely with clients to translate their specified
vision into its purest form and detail.
Fearon Hay’s pursuit of design excellence and innovation has received
international acclaim, with the practice receiving double accolades
at the World Architecture Festival (WAF) in 2014 and taking out the
top award at the NZIA International Architecture Awards in 2013.
At home, Fearon Hay has been awarded the prestigious NZIA New
Zealand Architecture Medal, the DINZ Purple Pen Award, the DINZ
Stringer Award, and the NZIA Resene Supreme New Zealand Award
for Architecture. The practice was featured in Wallpaper Magazine’s
Top 25 Emerging Architects list in 2003, and has won multiple tenders
to design and realize buildings of public significance, including the
Cathedral of the Holy Trinity in Parnell.
Fearon Hay has delivered projects around the world: in New York,
Sydney, San Francisco and Sri Lanka. Now, the practice’s one-off
collaboration with Jacmax brings timeless architectural design to
Brighton. Upholding the consistently high-calibre of Fearon Hay’s
portfolio, Lindsay offers a thoroughly modern tribute to elegance,
simplicity and efficiency that epitomizes the progressive vision of
this award-winning practice.
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Architecture

16

Fearon Hay studio, Auckland
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Architecture

Fearon Hay Selected Works

Harbour Edge House, Auckland, New Zealand, 2014
Photography by Simon Wilson
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Architecture

Fearon Hay Selected Works

Storm Cottage, Great Barrier Island, 2014
Photography by Patrick Reynolds

Above
Dune House, Omaha, 2013
Photography by Patrick Reynolds

Above
Island Retreat, Waiheke Island, 2011
Photography by Patrick Reynolds

Below
Tribeca Loft, New York, 2009
Photography by Richard Powers
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Architecture

Fearon Hay Selected Works

Inspiration

LUXURY COMES FROM
UNDERSTANDING SPACE AND
CREATING A SENSE OF PL ACE.

Sandhills Road House, Great Barrier Island, 2008
Photography by Patrick Reynolds
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Inspiration

Light is what gives space its luminance and energy. It defines its
composition and determines its character. Often when we imagine it,
we think of light as fluid, something that spills or expands through
spaces. But its presence gives shape and texture to objects and form
– the dynamic interplay between light and shadow is essential to the
harmony of spaces in light.
Light and shadow are inseparable. A glimpse of light elucidates
the level of darkness in a room and enlivens the perceptions within.
Shadows create drama while light controls atmosphere. Both have
a profound psychological and physiological impact on us, and our
understanding of the built environment.
The arrangement and quality of light in a building is ultimately what
influences how a space is occupied, as well as how it looks. It creates
a sense of openness and allows indoor spaces to communicate with
the outdoor world. It emphasises the connection between our mental
and real worlds, and the poetics of dwelling in a particular place.
Without light, nothing can be seen, supposed or sustained. Light is
the source of all life, and connects space and form by its reflection,
refraction and diffraction. Without light, there is no architecture.
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Process

GREAT ARCHITECTURE IS
A COMPLETE AND L AYERED
EXPERIENCE THAT ADAPTS
TO THE CHANGING NEEDS
OF THE PEOPLE WHO
O C C U P Y I T.
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Process

Fearon Hay had delivered projects in New York, Sydney, San Francisco
and Sri Lanka before, but never Melbourne. Although Jeff Fearon was
initially dubious as the practice rarely works on apartment buildings,
he was won over by the architectural potential of the project.
‘As soon as I visited the site, I knew we could create something of
great significance,’ he says.
Given complete creative freedom by Jacmax, Fearon Hay
considered a number of factors in conceptualizing the character
of Lindsay. Prime amongst these was the optimum use of light in
each apartment and the creation of a spatial layout that enabled
seamless movement from room to room. According to Jeff Fearon,
the generous dimensions of the site provided both the biggest joy
and the biggest challenge in the design process.
‘As architects, we are always thinking about the function of spaces,
about how they are used,’ Jeff says. ‘At Lindsay, it was essential to
ensure that all spaces had purpose and performance value.’
As the site was situated on land originally owned by the Black Street
United Church, Jeff Fearon notes that this was also an important
consideration in designing the overall building. The practice made
the bold decision to ‘slice’ through the building with a double-height
‘internal street’ entry to allow residents and visitors to gaze through
to the picturesque church, and create a point of intrigue.
‘We decided to blend the internal world with the external world as
much as possible,’ Jeff says. ‘Although, of course, it was also important
to ensure that residents could be as private or social as desired.
That’s why the gardens have entertaining and private areas, and
so many of the indoor spaces feature an outdoor aspect.’
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In addition to creating a balance between seclusion and sociability
outdoors, the practice spent a lot of time zoning and shaping the
apartments to ensure a sense of balance and proportion. The richness
of materials chosen to fit out and furnish each apartment testify to
Fearon Hay’s interest in fitting elements together in a harmonious
way. The practice made extensive use of texture and tone to enhance
the understated colour palette and avoid a blandly monochromatic
impression. The use of bronze and brass, for example, were selected
to add warmth to the light-filled spaces, while timber and stone
created a sense of permanence.
The overall effect is singular and resolved in the way it comes together,
but with a lot of diversity in the materials used. ‘Form-wise, we knew
what we wanted from the start,’ Jeff says, ‘It was mainly a matter of
apportioning spaces and figuring out how they should work.’
‘We have experience doing residences in different parts of the world,
but we really wanted to deliver a new standard of international living
at Lindsay, rather than just craft another large apartment building.
There are strong, striking entrances, carefully composed spaces, and
a constant focus on how people will actually occupy those spaces.’
Fearon Hay’s focus on the livability of their buildings makes their
design process an investigation not only into form and function,
but also into how people in the twenty-first century want to live.
Thinking about the future of Lindsay and its inhabitants, Fearon
reflects, ‘Our lifestyles are getting progressively more diverse, and
we want to organise our own built environment and gear it to our
own image. Lindsay allows its inhabitants to do that in a beautiful
space that will carry on a dialogue with its surroundings for many
years to come.’
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Process

Landmark

B U I LT F O R T H O S E N O T
WILLING TO COMPROMISE ON
SPACE, LIGHT OR LUXURY.
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Landmark

Building

Conceived and crafted in collaboration with Jacmax and Eckersley
Garden Architecture, Lindsay comprises 11 light-filled apartments
set across three commanding levels. These residences offer a
chance to celebrate daylight from any direction, and blend
practicality with prestige.
The building’s entry lobby, with its double-height ‘internal street’
helps to deliver the sense of surprise and wonder that defines
Lindsay. This central feature divides the building into two distinct
parts, and allows residents and visitors to glimpse the green spaces
of the gardens and the church grounds beyond. It illustrates the
capabilities of Fearon Hay to shape an atmosphere and suggests
long-term potential for landscaping to be extended down the
‘internal street’ to further connect the green corridors between
adjacent apartments.
The façade of the building is articulated through the rhythmic
use of solid panels and full-height glazing with deep reveals.
This articulation extends to the penthouse level, which is set back
from the lower levels and appears to float above them.
The stunning landscape environment created by Eckersley’s garden
design flows around the exterior of the building and complements
the wide, leafy streetscape. Vehicular entry from Lindsay Street leads
to secure basement level parking on the northern edge of the property
and pedestrian entry culminates in a main stairwell and lift lobby.
It is architecture of generous proportions that speaks to an
appreciation of the natural world. Destined to become a landmark
address in Brighton by virtue of not only location but also design,
Lindsay sets a new standard for inspired, contemporary living.
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Landmark

Garden Apartments

The Garden apartments take full advantage of the volume of light
and space that was the inception point for the design response.
All living rooms and bedrooms open directly onto Rick Eckersley’s
landscaped gardens and feature flexible spaces for entertaining
or withdrawing. Daylight enters each apartment from multiple
directions and the generous dimensions are enhanced by
three-metre high ceilings and bronze-clad island benches.
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Landmark

Terrace Apartments

The Terrace apartments are private and secure with grand ceilings
and portrait-like windows that extend up to four metres high.
Large pocket terraces effortlessly blend the indoor and outdoor
world while French windows in each bedroom can be thrown open
to access fresh air and natural light. Full-height walnut libraries
with bronze detailling and an integrated ladder system further add
to the refined ambience of each carefully-appointed space.
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Landmark

Penthouse Apartments

The penthouses are situated on the top floor and accessed via a
lift or an impressive travertine staircase. Surrounded by private roof
balconies with planters for gardens, they feature an abundance of
natural light and dramatic views. Two distinct living areas seamlessly
connect to a light-filled study and full-height library, with formal
sitting room flowing out onto a sweeping terrace. The bedroom wing
features three bedrooms with the master suite offering direct access
to a private terrace, huge light-filled bathroom and a generous walkin-wardrobe.
At this level, luxury is a given, expressed through seven-metre long
kitchen island benches, polished plaster feature walls, fireplaces
and bronze metal screening connecting the two wings.
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Brighton Baths

Dendy Cinema
Brighton Grammar

The Pantry

Church Street

Middle Brighton Station

Landmark

Position

Brighton is one of Melbourne’s most sought-after suburbs and has
long been considered one of its most beautiful, with its tree-lined
streets and picture-perfect beach. Boasting both bayside appeal and
its own close-knit community, it offers the best of inner-city living.

Team

Just 11 kilometres from the city and a stone’s throw away from
Church Street’s boutiques and restaurants, Lindsay is situated on
its namesake street. The front of the building flows onto the wide
and leafy boulevard of Lindsay Street, contributing to its overall
sense of tranquillity and seclusion. The back borders the Trinity
Church on Black Street, rich in history and character.
Many of Brighton’s local institutions such as ‘The Pantry’ and ‘Half
Moon’ are within walking distance of the building. Palace Cinema
is just a short stroll by foot, while Middle Brighton Station is mere
metres away. The beach and its famous multicoloured bathing
boxes can be easily accessed by foot, bike or car. A little further
out, the rolling green lawns of William Street Reserve suggest lazy
summer’s day picnics and the Brighton Golf Course invites the
out-of-practice to rediscover their game.
The premium location also ensures proximity to all that Brighton
has to offer in terms of culture, dining, shopping and entertainment.
A world of culinary, social, artistic and retail wonders awaits on Church
Street, where the ‘village’ atmosphere creates a vibrant social scene.
At Lindsay, residents are able to enjoy an ideally balanced lifestyle,
with unlimited opportunities to be as private or social as they wish.
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Jacmax
Renowned for its high-end approach, Jacmax is
a Melbourne property development company
which creates prestigious residential apartments.
Its philosophy is simple: work with the best, stick
to a vision, and blur the line between luxury
and convenience.
Jacmax’s belief is that people shouldn’t have to
choose between living in a luxury home and leading
a low maintenance lifestyle. They are transforming
the conventional concept of apartment living with
the introduction of a new breed of apartments that
combine opulence and simplicity.
jacmax.com.au

Eckersley
Eckersley Garden Architecture offers a revitalised
approach to landscape design. Merging experience
and creativity, their passion lies in crafting unique
relaxed gardens that invite the inhabitants to enjoy
their outdoor space.
With an understanding of how space and facility work
together to create lifestyle and amenity, Eckersley
Garden Architecture is driven by all threads of the
design process. They work collaboratively with the
client to turn the brief into an individually tailored
garden that takes the art of garden making to a new level.
Established by iconic designer Rick Eckersley, with
partners Scott Leung and Myles Broad, the practice
works across local and international commissions.
Their client base is as varied as their garden designs,
ranging from small residential to commercial multiresidential and country retreats.
e-ga.com.au
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© 2015
Jacmax
876 Lorimer Street
Port Melbourne 3207
Victoria Australia
Designed by Fabio Ongarato Design
Photography by Rory Gardiner
except where stated otherwise
History by Simon Reeves,
Built Heritage Pty Ltd
Copywriting by Hilary Simmons
All rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced or
transmitted in any form or by any
means without prior permission of the
publisher. This book has been produced
for the sole purpose of providing a
guide to the intended look and feel
of Lindsay Brighton and its features.
We have taken reasonable steps to
check that the information in this book
is correct at the time of publication.
However, all opinions in this booklet
are the opinions of the relevant author.
To the maximum extent permitted by law,
no representation or warranty is made
as to the accuracy of the information
(including the opinions) in the book,
that the final design of Lindsay Brighton
building and its features will not change
or will accurately reflect the information
in the book.
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